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Again, Scape Technologies set new standards for
user-friendly Bin-Picking with superior reliability.
Scape Technologies have launched a new simplified user interface for the SCAPE Bin-Picker systems. The
markets most stable and flexible Bin-Picking system has become even simpler and easier to use - this
without compromising its superior stability.
Scape Technologies have now reached one of the main milestones set in connection with the company’s
IPO: A pronounced optimization of the user-friendliness of the SCAPE Bin-Picker system which will minimize
the time and resources required by users and partners to prepare for new objects. The thorough make-over
of the user experience is now reality and it fulfills the expectations promised by Scape Technologies.
In accordance with market demands of self-sufficiency once the system has been installed the userfriendliness is essential for a company’s own operators to work and adjust the SCAPE Bin-Picking solutions
to new/other parts and objects. This is also Scape’s strategy in supplying software that makes integrating
the solutions simple for partners and give users and operators with various levels of competence more
freedom to adjust their SCAPE Bin-Picker solutions.
Software improvements make it up to 80% easier to pick up an item from a box.
Profoundly improving introduction of new parts and the flexibility of the SCAPE Bin-Picker solution, the
user-friendliness has been optimized in a great number of areas. One of the major improvements regards
recognition of parts. Based on Scape’s solid experiences, users and operators are guided by wizards. This
happens semi-automatically with a new intuitive graphical user interface.
The software automatically computes several complex parameters and settings. Consequently, it instructs
the system to define ways to grab the part with a suction cup. This process is fully automatic and much
quicker for the operator than earlier. This also improves the user-friendliness considerably for both users
and partners.
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How is the user-friendliness received?
Before launching Scape Technologies have had partners in Germany and Spain to see the new software.
Diego de la Fuente of DGH Robotics in Spain says: “The software is intuitively built, and it is very easy to
follow step-by-step what to do. The software is almost like a tutorial. It is now possible to use the software
without prior experience.”
Kemal Tugran of ST Integration & Robotics GmbH in Germany says: “I am very much looking forward to
working with the new software. It seems to be extremely easy to work with.”
Through a number of marketing activities, the introduction of the new SCAPE Bin-Picker software will now
be intensified. This includes web-seminars for partners, customers and potential customers with interest in
automation and production optimization through the markets most reliable, stable and flexible Bin-Picking
solution.

About Scape Technologies
Scape Technologies is a focused robot technology company that has developed a unique Bin-Picking
Solution – SCAPE Bin-Picker – which is sold to manufacturing companies.
The company develops and delivers an advanced robotic random bin-picking solution that integrates
gripping devices, sensors, cameras and proprietary software for a fast, reliable and accurate collection,
control and placement of sub-components and items that are supplied structured or unstructured in boxes
– hence the concept of Bin-Picking.
The SCAPE name is an abbreviation of "Smart Classifier and Pose Estimation", which is used in the
company's advanced bin-picking solution.
The company's solution is targeted at the automation market in a variety of industries and applications,
where items need to be collected from pallets before the next process, such as assembly of semi-finished
products, part delivery for machines, quality control and packing.
Scape Technologies A/S is listed on the Nasdaq First North Growth Market
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